
Tune in Sunday, July 18, 3pm PST/6pm EST for a National 
Livestream to Raise Funds for the Revolution, facebook.
com/therevcoms and youtube.com/therevcoms.  Learn 
what the National Revolution Tour is doing and learning, hear 
directly from the volunteers on the ground, why you should 
contribute, get special premiums for your contribution and hear 
from others who are giving and why.

Los Angeles, June 12

New York, June 12

Where to donate:
    Venmo: “@RevolutionTour”
    Paypal: via revcom.us
    CashApp: $revtour
    Send a check or money order, payable to RCP Publications,  
    memo line: National Revolution Tour. Mail to: RCP Publications,  
    Box 3486, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL 60654-0486
Write in to getorganizedforrevolutiontour@gmail.com, let us know if you 
are taking up collections, or to send statements.

 
Read:                          Follow:                     Watch:

www.revcom.us • @TheRevcoms • youtube.com/TheRevcoms

The fascists are on the march, the planet is burning, murder by 
police continues unabated, the right to abortion hangs by a thread... 

“It is a hard but basic truth: For the masses of people, and 
ultimately for humanity as a whole, there is no future, or no 
future worth living, under this system.

“But there is a way to a world and a future that is worth 
living, and is worth fighting for right now: revolution—a 
real revolution, not playing around with a few changes that 
leave this system in place and in power, while benefitting 
only a small number.”

   – from The Declaration from the revcoms,  
A Call to Get Organized Now for a Real Revolution

Donate
Donate

 
to the revolution...  
 
               to the future!



Fundamental, radical, change is necessary, it is possible and 
there is a force working urgently to build up the forces to make this 
revolution – the National Tour to Get Organized for an ACTUAL 
Revolution, but this will not have the necessary impact without 
your financial support.  

Contribute to the future, contribute to the National Tour to Get 
Organized for an ACTUAL Revolution.  A force – on the ground 
in Los Angeles and anchoring a national movement for revolution 
– that is working to grow and to spread, going up against all the 
ways this system has people fighting each other, doing for self, or 
caught up in band-aid reforms that will go nowhere and worse... 
a force that is not tailing after whatever is popular, repeating 
the lies we are constantly told by the people in power and their 
mouthpieces in the media and elsewhere.  A force that is bringing 
people the hard but liberating truth and organizing forces now for a  
real revolution.

Not nearly enough people know about this revolution and are with 
it.  We need to urgently change this, we need to get this revolution, 
and its leadership, known everywhere.  We need to challenge and 
seriously struggle with people to organize them into this revolution.  
The National Revolution Tour is working on this, making 
beginning but serious advances, but it needs support and 
major funds – to print materials, for transportation, advertising, 
support for the frontline revolutionary fighters on the National Tour, 
to run the revcom.us website and to produce the weekly youtube 
show, The RNL – Revolution Nothing Less – Show which are 
providing national leadership and guidance for this revolution.

The Declaration and Call analyzes that: “Revolutions are not 
possible all the time, but are generally possible only in rare times 
and circumstances, especially in a powerful country like this. This 
is one of those rare times and circumstances. This system is 
in real trouble, caught up in crisis and conflicts for which it has no 
easy or lasting solutions. Throughout this country the workings of 
this system have given rise to deep divisions which cannot  
be resolved under this system. Society is being ripped apart. 

“Those who rule are locked in a bitter fight among themselves, 
and they cannot hold things together in the way they have in the 
past. Although there are a lot of bad things connected with this and 
it could lead to something really terrible, it is also possible that we 
could wrench something really positive out of it—revolution, to 
put an end to this system and bring something much better 
into being.”

There is the leadership for this in Bob Avakian (BA) – the architect 
of a whole new framework for the liberation of all oppressed 
people and the emancipation of all humanity.  There is a strategy 
for making this revolution. BA has even written a Constitution that 
concretely maps out what to do starting right after the seizure 
of power, so we can actually work on building up a whole new 
emancipating society. 

What would you give for there to be a future worth living in?  A 
future for humanity and the diverse ecosystems on the planet?  
A future for the youth – the millions of youth in this country and 
all over the world?  What would you give to see, in this rare time, 
a revolutionary force of thousands emerging, with many times 
that beginning to follow?  There is hope for that future – in the 
revolution to bring into being a whole better world and the 
work now to make that revolution real.  There is nothing more 
important to contribute to than this future.

venmo: “@RevolutionTour”     •       cashapp: $revtour     •      www.revcom.us

All across the country, from July 12 – 18 and going forward 
from there, we’re coming together to raise funds – people like 
you and people very different from you – all coming together to 
be part of something bigger than ourselves.  Through collective 
change jars,  asking our friends and family, knocking on doors, 
neighborhood car washes, covid-safe backyard parties, tamale 
sales, bake sales and getting with people who can give larger 
contributions to match the community efforts.   
What can you give?  What are your ideas?


